“Smarter” eDiscovery
For a faster & inexpensive review!
The Last Litigation Review Platform You’ll Need...
Are you tired of the high costs associated with litigation & eDiscovery? Does your firm like to save
money? How about working smarter and making life a little easier? What if we told you that you can
have the Most Powerful eDiscovery Platform and all its capabilities at a fraction of what the cheapest
competitor charges? Bring it on! Test us, our platform will crush the others in a head to head. The
Kaleidoscope System is Bigger, Faster & Smarter with our proprietary “Smart Search” - PERIOD!
Text Search- 20th century technology. If that’s what you
want, Kaleidoscope has it. By the way did we mention
we’re CHEAPER?
Predictive Coding - This is place where the other
vendors have finally arrived. The point is, they just
arrived at “Predictive Coding” and we were there years
ago. Yes, Kaleidoscope has predictive coding technology
for use just a click of the mouse button. Did we mention
we’re CHEAPER?
Models-CAL- Running models, trained by you or your
team yields a faster production, a better recall, and
precision rate, and answers the question, “Did the
producing party give you the data you requested?” Did
you get what you asked for? The Artificial Intelligence
(A.I.) uses deep neural nets and Continuous Active
learning to quickly retrieve those responsive docs you want and need and it’s defensible. Its machine
learning. You get it all with Kaleidoscope. Did we mention we’re CHEAPER?
It’s Simple, and to stay compliant with the signed ESI agreement, open the folder, click the Search Icon
enter terms and run it. Welcome to the 21st century, hit the brain icon, enter the issue, add the sample
seed set, code sample sets by checking YES or NO to Responsive or Non-Responsive and when set is
done, run the model. Repeat until done with sample sets or until a desired result is achieved. You run
the model the same way to find what is Privileged and not. The AI stores this info for future cases….
Validation- and defensibility. Our validation process is compliant with Master Laura Grossman and her
“Broiler Chicken” process. We take the validation process further, by using Random Stratified Samples.
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Key Benefits of Kaleidoscope
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Bigger, Faster and “Smarter” – did I sayCheaper! We’re serious you’ll be amazed at pricing. You get
it all with Kaleidoscope, we even throw in the Document Management System for daily firm use!
All the work you do on Kaleidoscope, the AI remembers, so you’re able to bring the wealth of
knowledge and apply it to similar cases, or even non-similar cases. By using those models, you’ll
probably get back a 60% result instead of starting new each case. They’re your models, so use them.
Our A.I. was built by us. our programmers maintain it and are always working to make it even
smarter. No repackaging somebody else’s technology, then reselling someone else’s crap.
You get the benefits and use of any improvements, features that we add to the system. We will never
act like one of the well-known and costly vendors and charge you for an upgrade or add-on. Its B.S.
Its faster! Are you sitting down? We can & have processed - 15 TeraBytes in 3 ½ Hours. Try that on.
All the other vendors process on average 1 – 3 TeraBytes per day, per job. Bigger Faster & Smarter.
We are so “inexpensive” that we make the competition look like thieves. We can’t be beat
No Licensing Fees, No Per User Fees, No Processing Fees & NO CONTRACTS! We have the lowest
pricing, period! A monthly per GB flat rate and you’re NOT going to believe how low it is, we are a
fraction of what the others cost & Our labor rate is a low $150 an hour! That’s cheaper than every
other vendor in eDiscovery.
If you have tried to keep everything in house, let it go…. With Kaleidoscope you get it all, then some!

Call to Schedule a Live Demo- 801-910-7257 Dustin
Our promise and commitment to our clients, is this, you won’t get a bunch of harder working
individuals than that of our group, we work hard to do 2 things for all of you
1. Make your lives easier
2. To save your firm and your client’s a lot of money.
Don’t waste another penny call and schedule a demo. We promise you won’t be disappointed

Call Dustin Vermillion @ 801-910- 7257
Western Region Sales Director

